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As is the case in many industries today, corporate gov-
ernance is rapidly changing in the health care sector, 
and providers, payers, and life sciences companies are 
adjusting their business models accordingly. Subject 

to increasingly proactive regulatory oversight, these health care 
organizations are adapting to new rules and regulations as they 
work to gain market advantage.

As a result, their boards of directors are rethinking the roles 
of their risk and compliance functions in everyday decision-
making. Leading health care companies and their boards are 
gaining new appreciation for the market advantage they can 
realize by integrating risk and compliance insights into their 
overall corporate strategy. 

In some ways, this is not news. A vast majority of board 
directors across all sectors—95 percent, according to the 2013 
PwC Corporate Directors Survey—believe their boards have at 
least a moderate understanding of the company’s risk appetite. 
Many boards have increased their focus on risk issues, with 44 
percent of survey respondents saying their time commitment to 
risk management increased in the past 12 months. Sixty percent 
say they want to spend even more time focusing on risk in the 
coming year. The time investment seems to have paid off, as one-
third of board members say their effectiveness in overseeing risk 
improved during the past year.1 

Board directors of health care organizations in particular 
are recognizing that in addition to focusing on traditional areas 
of concern—such as strategic growth and changing business 
portfolios—they must also take into account risk and compliance 
issues when making strategic decisions. Today’s provider, payer, 
and life sciences boards are growing progressively aware that 
they need to be armed with concise, relevant information and 
focused, real-time data on risk and compliance issues to succeed 
in an increasingly competitive health care marketplace in which 
new entrants appear each day.

But the rapidity and complexities of change in the health 
care industry can make it difficult for a board to make timely, 
informed decisions based on its brief interactions with the orga-
nization’s executive management. 

To gain a deeper understanding of the challenges facing their 
organizations, board members are looking to audit compliance 
committees, general counsel, chief compliance officers (CCOs), 
and internal audit executives to provide analysis and insight into 
the operational performance and regulatory risks that affect their 
businesses. 

A growing presence in the boardroom

Both the American Health Lawyers Association (AHLA) and 
PwC have been at the forefront of helping risk and compliance 
functions understand how they can better support the evolving 
expectations of their boards of directors.

1  “Boards confront an evolving landscape: PwC’s Annual Corporate Directors Survey,” 2013. http://www.pwc.com/us/en/corporate-governance/annual- 
corporate-directors-survey/assets/pdf/pwc-annual-corporate-directors-survey-full-report.pdf
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In 2003, the AHLA and the Office of the Inspector General 
of the US Department of Health and Human Services began 
publishing a three-part series that outlined the evolving responsi-
bilities of corporate compliance executives to their boards of direc-
tors. Each publication in the series suggested questions for board 
members to ask the executive leadership of their organizations 
regarding the function and performance of risk and compliance.

These publications, released in 2003, 2004, and 2007, respec-
tively, addressed the obligations of health care boards to stay 
apprised of industry risk and compliance issues. While Sarbanes-
Oxley was top of mind when the 2003 publication appeared, the 
2007 report concerned itself with the evolving risks arising from 
the proliferation of new financial relationships in the industry, 
such as pay-for-performance programs, gainsharing, and out-
comes management arrangements.

State and federal laws closely regulate many of these ar-
rangements, and boards rely on their organizations’ risk and 
compliance functions to mitigate the potential legal risks of par-
ticipating in them. Risk and compliance executives subsequently 
found themselves having to adapt to changes in the industry that 
would ultimately push them toward increased engagement with 
the business.

Today, seven years after the last AHLA/OIG corporate 
responsibility report, health care reform has spawned a growing 
number of health care delivery models that entail risk and 
compliance issues not seen before. This shift has made risk and 
compliance executives even more vital to companies, to the 
extent that many of these executives now find themselves in the 
role of strategic decision-maker, participating in their compa-
nies’ planning processes. 

In this capacity, risk and compliance functions can better 
educate boards about regulatory developments that could have 
a tremendous effect on their business. Being on the front end of 
strategy-setting allows risk and compliance officers to proactively 
engage leadership rather than being brought in on the back end 
to change or remediate the fallout of unadvised decisions.

Like the AHLA, PwC has also focused on helping risk 
and compliance executives take on larger roles to navigate an 
evolving industry landscape. Research from our 2014 State of 
Compliance Survey reveals that across all industries, compliance 
executives are being asked to manage an increasingly complex 
variety of risks. In fact, compliance functions have seen their 
resources increase 40 percent in the past year to address increas-
ingly nuanced risk issues. However, with little to no increase in 
their budgets, compliance executives are also being pressured to 
keep internal spending at a minimum.2

Today’s health care organizations expect their investment in 
risk management and compliance to not only respond to regula-
tory and enforcement priorities, but to also support growth by 
introducing new ways to control costs and allocate resources. 
Whereas an organization’s investment in compliance was once 
considered a necessary expense, now compliance, legal, and risk 

management departments have the opportunity to use their broad 
capabilities to influence and potentially improve the bottom line. 

Translating broad exposure into actionable insight 

Unlike business units that focus solely on daily operational tasks, 
compliance and risk functions engage regularly with a range of 
departments, which equips them with broad insight into a com-
pany’s operations. This breadth of exposure, combined with the 
technical auditing and monitoring skills they bring to the table, 
positions risk and compliance executives to offer valuable obser-
vations to board members as they make business decisions. But 
translating their observations into strategic board support can be 
challenging for many risk and compliance departments.

For one thing, they must be able to effectively translate the 
wealth of compliance, operational, and quality-related data 
they collect on a daily basis into actionable information. Then 
they must convey that information to board members to help 
them make informed business decisions about service offerings, 
new industry competitors, and patient care. Risk and compli-
ance executives who succeed in doing this will be thought of as 
resources who can help guide a company’s strategic direction. 

This transition can happen in many ways. For example, by 
segmenting an organization’s patient population and compiling 
patient and physician profiles, risk and compliance functions can 
help boards better understand and address unexpected declines 
in patient volume or enrollment. Risk and compliance can then 
partner with operations to determine opportunities to recapture 
patients and regain lost revenue. 

Similarly, risk and compliance intelligence can help a board 
contemplating an acquisition to determine whether the special-
ties of an organization’s provider network align with the popula-
tion health of the targeted expansion area. Risk and compliance 
can also determine the risk profile of the portfolios of businesses 
under merger consideration. 

Gauging an organization’s risk appetite

The strategic role of risk and compliance is increasingly vital as the 
movement away from fee-for-service to value-based care fun-
damentally changes the health care marketplace. In the evolving 
health care economy, organizations are considering the risks and 
benefits of adopting new capabilities, merging with or acquiring 
other entities, and integrating complementary organizations. 

Although the movement toward diversification is spreading 
across multiple industries, health care organizations are diver-
sifying faster than businesses in other sectors. In PwC’s 17th 
Annual Global CEO Survey, more than half of the health care 
CEOs we interviewed said they had entered into a joint venture 
or strategic alliance in the past 12 months (versus one-third of 
the total survey sample), and a full 69 percent said they plan to 
do so in the coming 12 months (versus 44 percent of the total 
survey sample).3 

2  “What it means to be a ‘chief ’ compliance officer: Today’s challenges, tomorrow’s opportunities,” PwC’s 2014 State of Compliance Survey. http://www.pwc.com/
us/en/risk-management/state-of-compliance-survey/assets/pwc-state-of-compliance-2014-survey.pdf

3  “Fit for the future,” PwC’s 17th Annual Global CEO Survey. http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/ceo-survey/
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Health care reform is further encouraging this diversifica-
tion. Payers and providers are evaluating their options as they 
examine the benefits and drawbacks of participating in the new 
public and private insurance exchanges. Many payers that decide 
to offer coverage through the exchanges—as well as the providers 
that choose to participate in specific care networks—are strug-
gling to accurately gauge the risk profiles and manage the health 
of a new wave of patients. 

As providers and payers attempt to forecast and develop 
strategies for growth and expansion in the new health economy, 
strategic support from risk and compliance may help them make 
informed decisions—such as whether they should they invest in 
Medicare and Medicaid expansion or develop integrated delivery 
networks and accountable care organizations. 

Whether or not organizations make these changes largely 
hinges on their risk tolerance. Risk appetite varies significantly 
among industry players. For example, a “disruptor,” or new 
market entrant, is generally more likely than a long-established 
organization to embrace risk. Conversely, a provider operating 
under a corporate integrity agreement may be more risk-averse 
because of the intense scrutiny it faces. 

Another important consideration is the degree of risk sharing 
and risk absorption across an organization’s business units. Are 

the risk-and compliance-related efforts of a company’s busi-
ness units coordinated and in sync? If so, are they effective in 
avoiding fraud, waste, and abuse? Or are they redundant, un-
wieldy, and duplicative? 

To confront these and other challenges, the boards of many 
health care organizations rely on enterprise governance risk 
compliance (eGRC) strategies to provide a lens through which 
to view and understand risks in their daily operations, ongoing 
initiatives, and projected commitments. When an organization 
appropriately leverages its eGRC strategies, it can obtain a pan-
oramic view of the company’s risk profile by bringing enterprise-
wide compliance and risk management under one aegis. 

But once this is accomplished, the board must still distill and 
prioritize an often-overwhelming itemized list of risks into mean-
ingful, relevant, and actionable items. This is where an organiza-
tion’s risk and compliance resources can prove most valuable. 

Changing what you say…

Offering boards reams of data that detail compliance activities 
gives little insight into how such activities may practically influ-
ence business outcomes. Because most boards meet relatively 
infrequently, it can be challenging for board members to consis-
tently keep track of all of the moving parts of an organization. 

The “megatrends” that are 
driving the future  
of health care

PwC has identified five global 
“megatrends” that are trans-
forming the business world and 
the health care industry in par-
ticular. As these trends develop, 
they could revolutionize risk and 
compliance management in the 
industry as we know it:

❯❯  Demographic changes: Growing populations 
across the world are driving demand for health care 
services, often in regions traditionally cut off from 
modern healthcare delivery.

❯❯  Shifts in economic power: As consumers bear 
more of the costs for health care services, they are 
seeking more accessible and affordable ways to 
better address their health care needs.

❯❯  Accelerating urbanization: As the global popula-
tion increasingly moves to urban centers, health 
care organizations will have to work to understand 
the needs of a new demographic of consumers.

❯❯  Climate change and resource scarcity: As global 
climate change and the need for scientific exper-
tise in the health sciences increase, the health care 
industry will have to use resources from multiple 
countries and industries.

❯❯  Technological breakthroughs: Evolving technolo-
gies brought about by the proliferation of mobile 
devices, sophisticated data analytics, and cloud 
computing will require new health care delivery 
business models.

These trends have the potential to introduce entirely new 
industries and investment opportunities aimed at improved 
health care delivery. They are influencing the way companies 
think about their products and services, marketing tactics, 
and customers. As companies make strategic decisions to 
respond to these global changes, their risk profiles will also 
change. 

Without flexible risk and compliance programs capable 
of identifying and monitoring the new risks that will emerge 
from a health care economy changing in fundamental ways, 
companies will likely face significant challenges. Risk and 
compliance functions understand that the full consequences 
of industry trends are yet to be felt, and they are taking proac-
tive measures to prepare themselves for the future …  
or multiple future scenarios.
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With this in mind, the importance of the manner in which infor-
mation is presented to the board becomes clear. Such informa-
tion should be succinct, meaningful, actionable, timely, and even 
visually engaging to effectively focus board members’ attention 
and consideration on the highest risks and priorities.

Traditional compliance data, such as training completion 
rates, hotline calls resolved, and number of complaints resolved, 
can be informative, but not actionable for a board. Without the 
context of business processes that lend meaning to this infor-
mation, deriving practical use from it can be difficult. In their 
attempt to share information with boards in formats that are 
familiar, compliance executives may inadvertently separate com-
pliance and risk concerns from larger business considerations. 
Without a connection to business operations, boards may be 
inclined to pass over the risk and compliance report to focus on 
other priorities.

Many current operational monitoring reports rely on simple 
binary systems to indicate problems (for example, less than 28 
days indicates compliance, and more than 28 days indicates 

noncompliance). Because this reactive and reductive mode of 
reporting does not anticipate or forecast issues, these methods 
provide limited diagnostic insight regarding factors that may 
be contributing to noncompliance. To avoid this, compliance 
officers should focus on identifying and monitoring internal and 
emerging trends rather than solely reporting metrics. A focus on 
analysis and recommendations is likely to command consider-
ably more attention and will help the board focus on the areas 
that pose the most risk to the organization.  

… and how you say it

Proactive analysis uses the same available data, but organizes it 
into predetermined measurement bands and identifies notable 
trends across relevant time frames. Using this method, risk and 
compliance executives can rapidly detect trends that may indicate 
the potential for noncompliance and then present their findings 
to boards before issues escalate. By anchoring their observations 
and recommendations in data analytics and operational compli-
ance performance monitoring, risk and compliance officers can 
increase their value to their organizations by focusing operational 
resources, reducing risk and preventing waste.

An effective visual dashboard report can provide a real-time 
picture of an organization’s compliance activities and their rel-
evance to business operations as a whole. 

Ideally, these dashboards offer meaningful recommendations 
that proactively elicit feedback. They are grounded in key perfor-
mance indicators and data analytics to provide a visual overview of 

“We’re running our health care businesses on 
technology, so we need to use technology to 
be proactive, stay ahead of the risks and focus 
on variations to plan.”

-Member of the Board of Directors at a large health plan 

Figure 1

This illustrative example of a compliance dashboard provides an overview of key enterprise risk and 
compliance issues of concern for board members
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compliance metrics and potential risks that should be top of mind 
for board members.  These  include organizational risk profile and 
tolerance, degree of risk sharing and risk absorption across busi-
ness units, and enumeration of current and anticipated internal, 
regulatory, and emergent risk issues such as First Tier, Down-
stream and Related (FDR) entity monitoring and CMS audits. 

The ideal executive dashboard enables the consumption of a 
range of metrics at one glance. (See Figure 1.) New data ana-
lytics and visualization tools are enabling this kind of panoramic 
vision and are changing the nature of reporting by providing 
dynamic, drill-down capabilities that foster a more interactive 
relationship with data. As a result, today’s data visualization tools 
are allowing risk and compliance departments to become more 
strategically relevant.

Final thoughts

Organizations now expect their risk management and compli-
ance functions to not only respond to regulatory and enforce-
ment priorities, but also introduce new ways to control costs 

and drive growth. Risk and compliance officers are privy to 
information that boards of directors can use to make informed 
business and strategic decisions about operational challenges and 
opportunities, strategic growth and expansion, and technology 
adoption and implementation. 

How well payers, providers, and life sciences companies 
calibrate their compliance spending to support growth, control 
costs, and manage risks will have a significant effect on how 
those companies fare in the future health economy. 

By identifying and prioritizing key issues, proactive risk 
and compliance functions can give their boards of directors 
an informed view of the opportunities and threats they may 
encounter in the marketplace. Tactically arming their boards 
with the information they need, risk and compliance functions 
can help measure the effectiveness of core processes and monitor 
progress toward meeting stakeholder expectations. u

Case study: Risk and compliance audit rescues company from operational failures

Risk and compliance functions that take a proactive role in their organizations’ operations can add significant value to the busi-
ness as a whole. For example, when one large healthcare organization implemented system-wide adjustments to accommodate 
changes in the business’s operating model, the organization’s compliance function was an integral part of the project team. By 
having a seat at the table, compliance was able to use the deep technical audit skill of its internal audit department to monitor 
project progress and impact across the enterprise. The compliance team introduced and conducted performance audits to help 
determine whether the organization’s performance declined, improved, or remained the same after the operational changes took 
effect.

Ultimately, one of the audits uncovered an operational adjustment that, if left in place, would have unleashed significant 
compliance failures, negatively affected patients, and placed the organization at regulatory risk. Risk and compliance staff 
confirmed the audit results and collaborated with operational leaders on how best to present findings and an action plan to the 
company’s board and CEO. 

The inclusion of risk and compliance from the beginning of the implementation allowed the company to proactively assess 
performance and uncover potential risks during the implementation. As a result, the company was able to correct course before 
any negative fallout could occur.
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